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KKS Program In
Finishing Stages

V-

President's Reception Is A Success

On March 16 the Student Union nineteen years he has been at
The annual Spring show of the
Building was the scene of one of Eastern. Among these are the inthe loveliest events ever to have creased enrollment from 981 the
Swim Club ..will be presented in
been held on the campus. This was first semester of ,41-42 to 2,969 enthe pool of Weaver Health Builda program ami reception, given by rolled for this semester. The numing April 6, 7, and 8. The followthe students in honor of President ber of college faculty members has
ing members will be presented by
W. F. O'Donnell, who will retire increased from 64 to 103 during
at the end of the current school these years. She said that the
the cast:
.
June, 1960, class will add consideryear, and Mrs. O'Donnell.
Autumn Leaves: Janet Johnson,
Students, faculty, ami staff as- ably to the 6,317 degrees already
Anne Stanley Johnson, Diane Wilsembled in the cafsteria at 8:00 conferred during Dr. O'Donnell's
liamson, and Patty Boyd.
o'clock waiting for the arrival of administration. The college plant
the guests of honor. The band was has also been increased in value
Love Letters: Mary Kappas,
seated
in the Rose Room behind from $3,250,000 in 1942 to more
Judy Sheehan, Barbara Leacn.
the beautifully d9ccri.U-.u dais pro- than 17,000,000 at the present
Halloween: Harriett Jorris, Boovided for Dr. and Mrs. O'Donnell time.
Among the major buildings
tie Tichenor, John Vetter, Bob Boand the master of ceremonies, Joe
Graybeal, Somerset, president ci erected and improvements made
hanan and Jeanie Liskey.
the 'Student Council. Members of from 1941 to 1960 are the new SciDear John: Linda Arnsperger,
the "E" Club formed the honor ence and Music Buildings, Keith
and Art Belmente,
guard from the entrance to the Hall, and O'Donnell Hall. An addition has been made to the Weaver
White Christmas: Janet Johnson,
dais.
Health
Building; the stadium
President and Mrs. O'Donnell
Diane Williamson and Patty B,oyd.
lights have been installed; Roark
were
escorted
into
the
cafeteria
by
Vaoation: Linda Arnsperger
and Burnam and Sullivan
a processional led by the represen- Building
Halls
have
remodeled and
Jeanie Liskey, Linda Spaulding,
tatives of the college Social Com- renovated. A been
total
124 housing
Connie Swann, and Ann Stanley
mittee: Miss Betty Jo Hancock, units for married of
students were
Orestwood,
and
Edwin
Darst,
Johnson.
erected. Parking areas were pro
Stamford, freshman class; Mrs. vided and new heat mains were
Exams:
Jeanie
Ammerman,
Linda
Gassaway,
Watertown,
Bootie Tichenor, Judy Sheehan,
laid under all the campus. Also, a
Tenn. and James Barrett, Middles- new heating plant has been inand Barbara Ldach.
boro, sophomore class; Miss Bar- stalled.
Going to Florida (A Summer
bara Hinea, Louisville, and Frank
Miss Niblack told of the new
Place»: Mary Kappas, Harriett
Whalen, Paris, junior class; Mis* construction
either under way or
Jorris, and Debbie Bell.
Judy Eversole, Richmond, and in the planning stage under PresiI'll Take Romance: Patty Boyd.
Paul Burke, Fort Thomas, senior dent O'Donnell's direction. These
Wild Is The Wind: Jeannie Amclass.
include new dormitories to house
mei-man, Janet Johnson, Jeanie
Next in the processional were approximately 400 women, two
Liskey, and Debbie Bell.
presidents and secretaries of the new dormitories for 400 men, and
classes: Jimmy Kincer, Neon, and 80 modern apartments for marSpring: Ann Stanley Johnson,
Miss Elizabeth Congleton, Rian- ried students which will be comBarbara Leach, Bootie Tichenor,
j mond, freshman; Miss Evelyn pleted next year. Plans have been
and Connie Swann.
Craft, Frankfort, and Jim Showai- drawn for a new training school
April Fool (Comedy): Art Belter, Louisville, sophomore; Fred building and plans are being drawn.
monte, Diane Williamson, and
President O'Donhel is shown receiving his token of affection from Orump, Richmond, and Miss Sandy for a new maintenance building.
Patty Boyd.
Next on the program, Mrs.
April Love: John Vetter, Bob the student body at the reception held in his honor on March 16. Mac Wilhoite, Erlanger, junior; Jim
Bohanan, Harriett Jorris, and Lin- Blythe, vice-president of the Student Couneoi, presented him with this Cottrell. Wallins Creek, and Miss Blanche Seevers and Mr. Donald
Helen Shaw, Pleasureville, senior. Henrickson, accompanied by Mr.
da Arnsperger.
gift as Mrs. O'Donnell looks on.
Mrs. O'Donnell WPS escorted by Robert Spillman, presented anBeach Time: Linda Spaulding,
Mackie Blythe, Newport, vice other group of songs, including
Debbie Bell, and Connie Swann.
president of the Student Council, "Indian Love Call," "Some EnProm: Dianne Williamson, Mary
*. WRA Activitiees
and President O'Donnell was ac- chanted Evening," and the final
Kappas, John Vetter, Bob Bohanan
companied by Miss Dolores Nib- number, "Let Me Call You Sweetand Art Belmonte.
i WRA has been very active durJack, Alexandria, senior class rep- heart," which was sung by the en..Graduation: All seniors.
—Jc r^
*
. .
in
See You In September: J udy
S Uke first half of the swuwler
resentafive*or*t\nt. Student Council. tire group.
Fred Crump, president of the
The college band, under the diSheehan, Linda Arnsperger, Linda sponsoring a bridge tournament
rection of Mr. Koenigstein, played junior class, paid tribute to Mrs.
Spaulding, and Jeannie Ammer- and basketball intramurals. Mary
Kappas and Judy Leete came out
as the processional maroh "For O'Donnell for the wonderful way
man.
on top in the bridge tournament
He's A Jolly Good Fellow," which in which' she has served as first
and Sylvia Tracy's Express-O-s
the entire gathering sang as Presi- lady at Eastern. He then present- captured first place in the basketdent and Mrs. O'Donnell took their ed her with a beautiful sheaf of
ball intramurals. The members of
red roses.
places on the dais.
Public School
the Express-O-s are: Sharon Musen,
First on the program was a seA gift from the student body,
>erintendent
Dies
Sup<
Barbara Leach, Diane Williamlection of President O'Donnell's attesting to the love and respect
Selma Siekman, Fran Stock,
i favorite songs presented by the in which Dr. O'Donnell is held,
Lloyd H. Lutes, Falmouth pub- son,
Myrna
Young, Pat Jones, Elaine
I Eastern choir, conducted by Mr. was presented by Mackie Blythe.
lic school superintendent, died of
and Sylvia Tracy. To win
James E. Van Peursem. Songs in- Mr. Van Peursem led the group,
a heart attack on February 19 Kober
the
title
the
Exress-O-s
defeated
I
eluded
the Eastern marching song now assembled before the dais, in
while en route to a hospital.
singing "Auld Lang Syne."
and the A!ma Mater.
Lutes was a civic and com- the Kappas Kats captained by
The students, directed by the
Following the program, the
munity leader in Falmouth and Mary Kappas, the Way Outs
college
Social
Committee
of
which
captained
by
Dot
Clark
and
the
guests
enjoyed refreshments which
Pendleton County. He was past
Dean Emma Y. Case is chairman, were served from four beautifully
president of the Falmouth Rotary No Name Nine captained by Pat
planned the party and were hosts appointed tables. Presiding over
Club and had been school superin- Boyd.
for the evening.
these were Judy Eversole, Barbara
The
girls
basketball
team
was
tendent since 1930. Mr. Lutes was
Miss Dolores Niblack gave a Hines, Linda Gassaway, and Betty
defeated by B e r e a Saturday,
graduated at Eastern in 1916.
Surviving are his wife, Mrs. March 19. A basketball game was Lovely Kay Bowman, a junior brief resume of President O'Don- Jo Hancock, repreesnting the foua
Gladys Lutes; a daughter, Miss scheduled with Lees Jr. College from Tyner, was sel<ected to repre- nell's achievements during the classes.
Fernita Lutes, at home, six sis- for Saturday, March 26, and con- sent Eastern in the Courier-Jourcluded the basketball season. Soft- nal CoVer Girl Contest. The winters and three brothers.
Dear Students:
\^^
A
Funeral services were conducted ball will be coming up soon and ner of this contest has her picture
We wish each of y o u could know how delighted we w e r e
at the Falmouth Baptist Church any girls who would like to come- placed on the magazine cover and
a feature story in one issue.
with the reception you gave in our honor. The opportunity to be
with burial in the Riverside Ceme- will be welcomed.
associated1 with you has been a wonderful experience. The memory of these happy days we have spent with you will remain
with us a source of pleasure and satisfaction and will continue
to bless our lives after we leave the campus. We are deeply
grateful for the gift, for every smile, for every wave of the
hand in greeting, and for every expression of good will and
friendship for us.
Mr. and Mrs. W. F. O'Donnell

Lovely Queen Athena, Janet Warren, a Junior from Somerset, is shown as she reigned over the Military
^
Ball on March 12, which was held In her honor.
»

Number 10

Mary and Nancy proudly display aces and deuces for the camera.
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CRITICISM
Undoubtedly, the trend on campus lately has been
to crjticne anything and everything, often with due
cause but just as often without it. Granted, we Amencans are free peoples with the right to criticism, but it
we feel the need to crfticfae strongly, then we should
also have a few concrete suggestions toward improving the thing we are criticising.
An example, we criticise the suitcaser for going
home, but if he stays one weekend do we provide anything to make him want to stay again? or do we too.
sit around and gripe because there is nothing to do?
On the other hand, we gripe because there is never
anything going on during the week, but when a good
play or party is given, do we attend? If we do, are we
critical of the whole event?
Constructive criticism is good; but destructive
criticism which tears down and destroys without attempting to rebuild in a better way has no worth at all.
So. rf we ere again to criticize, let's be prepared to
make suggestions for improvement and also be willing
to help put them into action.

Dee* Editors:
Recently, many of the students
on our campus were privleged to
hear Miss Jolee Fritz speak on the
controversial subject of disarmament. I thing we would all agree
that as a result of heating her
leetures we were challenged to
think perhaps more profoundly upon international relations than we
are usually accustomed to. If for
this reason only then, her visit
with us was certainly rewarding.
However, I was quite amazed at
the attitude taken by some of our
students toward her views on the
matter. I refer to such remarks
as "She shouldn't be allowed on
campus" or "She shouldn't be meddling in such affairs." This attitude would not only seem unfair
and undemocratic, but also in direct conflict with the American
ideology of freedom of speech and
the right to hold such opinions as
we deem beet. 1 admit there is
much room for controversy on this
matter, and if the remarks had
been such as "I disag-ee, but she
has the privilege of stating her
views as well as do I," then I
would have no dispute with these
people. But to say that she should
not be allowed on campus is to do
nothing but cheat ourselves of a
broader outlook on the whole situation.
If we are truly democratic and
if we honestly feel that the American way is the best way, we
should be willing to hear all sides
of a question and let every person
speak as he sees fit. If we are
going to suppress the opinion of
others and say that our way is
the right way and the only way,
are we not also suppressing the
democratic way of life.
Sincerely,
Marguerite Smith

Ts the Progress interested in becoming a better paper? Do we.
want to have a college paper that
the students will enjoy reading—
or even lead? Matter of fact, is
the Progress worth reading?
If you can answer yes to the
above questions, then you haven't
been reading the Progress recently.
Here are some of the most obvious faults of the paper:
1. It reprints material that has
seen previously used in the RichOne often hears the phrase today "tot's be broad- mond
Register. Burnt examples are
minded." Exactly what is meant by this expression de- the articles on Dr. Keith's book,
of the sports nawu, and the
pends entirely on the individual in most cases. Some much
Register calendar girls.
seem to fool that If a person has definitely made up his 2. Many articles appearing on
mind an a certain subject- that he is narrowminded. the front page do not d—urw to
there. To illustrate tins conTherefore all an individual has to do to be considered be
sider the last issue—there was an
broaaminded is to be indefinite or wishy-washy on all apology for a name emitted.
thank* given to helpers in the ping
subjects. If he disagrees with what is conventionally ac- pong
tournament, and the trite
cepted he is thought to ha quite an intelligent soul, it statement that professors don't
money belts.
makes -no difference that this parson has no conception nee*
3. at-seemed silly to devote six
of what he is disagreeing with as long an be objects to column inches to a past assembly
program. This space could have
'the usually common viewpoint.
"been used more effectively in preA closed mind is an extremely dangerous posses- viewing a future program.
sion. However, equally as dangerous ts the mtnd that 4. There win far too many axis
pictures. For a relatively miis susceptible to any and evnry doc twine or ism that and
nor event such aa the ping pong
happens along. One should never shut from Ms mmd toiwnament taste ware four goad
size pictures (incidentally, the
the possibility that he may be wrong in Jus views; but •picture
-of the tournament winner
neither should an individual cost away all of his beliefs. was smaller and less noticaWe
the three of the runner up).
and consequently have nothing solid to which he can than
The Eastern ftogress seems to
held, simply on the premise that he can never be cer- be a wishy-washy paper which refuses to print thought-provoking
tain that he is correct in Ms thinking.
material. Although we know that
Too often we fall into the habit of accepting the newspaper! are generally written
belief that an inquiring mmd is one that disagrees. on the fifth grade level, this is a
paper and we who read it
Through reason and logic one can conclude that an- college
are college students.
other's viewpoints are false but, m the same way, using
Louise Goad and Frierros
Editor's
Note — All students
the same methods, one could also come to ACCEPT With thought-provoking
contributhe beliefs of one who has gone before him.
tions are urged to join the Prostaff or offer their ideas for
Conformity to a belief based upon custom with- gress
publication.

TO STRIVE, TO SEEK, TO FIND

out
who is nothing mem
tune; ana ronfoonemj for Its
should not be the
or
seeking to find Ike
meats of their own
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Get Off TV neataflc'* Back
In answer to the statement.
"Needless to say none of Eastern's professional beats made the
scene for comparison," which appeared in the last issue of the
Progress.
Where was the Beatnik ?
Maybe he was home, reading
Uris's
"Exodus,"
Huxley's
"Brave New World," Treadgoid's
"Twentieth Century Russia," »»
old magazine, writing a paper on
Sartre and Aeschylus" '^OiuBtota."
working on a reading project of
Hawthorne's "Scarlet Letter" and
Sartre's "The Flies" taken comparatively. Writing some prose,
poetry, or merely thinking, (an
art which is lost to many), painting a picture, pinuMuIng, the oboe
or eating papcorn and boiled aggs.
He eoaM have been at a good
French movie, out with the gang
tor gin and gab, or oedtos af other
places.
The true Beatnik baa no time,
and feRs no need to umnpaii Mmseat to the psauao beat.
A Beatnik '

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

u

LOOK,COCNSKH YOU DOTH' BROAD JUMP'tffcK WAY
ArT ill- be? TM' eeoAD JUMP MY WAV. "

ALUMNI IN SERVICE
Lt. Charles G. Fields, Cynthiana,
Ky. has arrived in the US Army's
Berlin Command, serving as a
platoon leader with Company C,
3rd Battle Group of the 6th Infantry.
Lt. Fields was commissioned upon graduation from Eastern in
1959. He is a qualified parachutist and ranger and prior to
his arrival in the "Outpost City"
of Berlin, he served with the 44th
Ranger Company at Ft. Benning,
Ga.
The mission of Berlin Command,
composed of the only US Army
occupation troops remaining in
the world and coinciding with the
81-square-mile United States Sector of Berlin, is to protect American rights and property in this
isolated city deep in the Soviet
Zone of Germany and to assist
where necessary in maintaining
law and order in a free Berlin.
Lt. James D. Adams, Lynch,
Ky., recently completed the chemical, biological and radiological
course at The Combined Arms
School in Grafenwohr, Germany.
Regularly assigned as a supply
officer in the 334th Ordnance
Company in Mannenheim, Germany, Lt. Adams entered the
Army in August, 1958 after graduation from Eastern and was assigned
at
Aberdeen
Proving
Ground, Md., before arriving oveiseas in July 1959.
Lt. Harold J. Fraley, Sandy
Hook, Ky., is participating with
other personnel from the 77th Special Forces Group in specialized
cold weather and desert framing
in the rugged Utah terrain. The
training is scheduled to be concluded in early April.
During the training, Fraley is
learning ski and snowshoe travel
techniques, care and maintenance
of special vehicles and methods of
self-preservation under hazardous cold-weather conditions.
Lt. Fraley is regularly assigned
as a team leader with the group
at Port Bragg, N. C. He and
Mrs. Fraley (Rosalyn Russell)
were 195* graduates of Eastern.
Rosalyn lives at Fort Bragg.

Alden E. Hatch, whose wife,
Jill, lives in Wheelright, Ky.,
recently was promoted to second
lieu tenant at Fort Carson, Colo.,
where he is .assigned to the 4ith
Artillery's Battery B. Lt. Hatch
entered the Army in June, 1956
after graduation at Eastern and
was last stationed at Fort Benning, Ga.
Ernest L. Holmes on March 1
was promoted to 1st Lieutenant.
He is attending the aviation course
at Fort Rucker, Ala. Lt. Holmes
writes he and Mrs. Holmes have
been blessed with another girl
Lisa Carol, born on May 18. He
was a. member of the class of
1MB. His new address is 280
Mack Street, Enterprise, Ala.
Wooden water pipes about 129
years old, and still serviceable
wore recently dug up in downtown
Chicago. The pipes we're made
from white pine togs 11 inches in
diameter with a iour-tacn diameter

Surplus United States grains and
oils worth 35 million dollars will be
I shipped to Turkey under a 1959
! agreement. The shipments will inelude wheat, corn, cotton-seed oil
and soybean oil.

E
P
This i» the B-52. Advanced as it
may be, this airplane has one thing
in common with the first wargalleys of ancient Egypt...and
with the air and space vehicles of
the future. Someone must chart its
course. Someone must navigate rt.
For certain young men this presents a career of real executive
opportunity. Here, perhaps yon
will have the chance to master a
profession full of meaning, excitement and rewards... as a Navigator in the U. S. Air Force.
To qualify for Navigator training as an Aviation Cadet you must
be an American citizen between 19
and 2tyi—single, healthy and intelligent. A high school diploma is
required, but some college is highly
desirable. Successful completion of
the training program leads to a
commission as a Second Lieutenant ... and your Navigator wings.
If you think you have what it
takes to measure up to the Aviation Cadet Program for Navigator training, see your local Air
Force Recruiter. Or clip and mail
this coupon.
There's a place for tomorrow's
leaders on the
~T ~r {-*%

Aerospace Team. |
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Coed's Corner
I'm on my soapbox again—tails
time to protest to the powers-thatbe about something gravely wrong
with the administration of Burnam Hall.
Last week these people decided
it was time to hold a fire drill.
After the bell toad failed to go
off in parts of the dorm and the
fire captains (had rushed around
screaming "Fire Drill!" and pushing us in the direction of the exits,
most of us managed to get outside—several with dripping hair, a
few wet ail over from just having
climbed out of a shower, and
many with colds, coughs,- or the
aftermaths of flu.
The usual attire for a fire drill
is shoes (of some description), a
coat, and a bath towel over the
head. Under the coat the girl
wears whatever she happens to
have on at the time — regular
clothing, underclothes, pajamas, or
nothing (if she was in the
shower). On a cold winter night
this is not enough clothing for an
extended wait in the outdoor air.
However, this is exactly what
happened. R wasn't enough that
the girls parade outside and then
turn around and go back inside;
it was also necessary that they
be kept standing outside while a
roll was taken to see if anyone
was inconsiderate enough not to

NEWS OF ALUMNI
Mrs. Mary D. Forman of 42117
S. Marion Way, Phoenix, Arizona,
has been chosen 1959 Woman of
theo Year for the American Business Women's Association, Phoenix charter chapter. Members of
the club believe she has reached
far above life's average mark in
service.
Mrs. Forman, widow since

Diamond
Bridal Sets
FOR

Brides-To-Be.
Save 25 - 50%
Now!
SPECIAL RATES TO
STUDENTS.

From
$19.95 to $495.95
GET OUR PRICE
BEFORE YOU BUY!

Our Low
Overhead
Saves You $$$
ALL NATIONALLY
ADVERTISED
MERCHANDISE
REDUCED TO LESS
THAN REGULAR
PRICES!

want to go wading around in the
snow at 10:30 at night.
f recognize the fact that, although we do not particularly like
them, fire drills are necessary.
What is not necessary is that the
girls be kept standing in the snow
with dripping hair and bodies, I
waiting for someone to decide to i
call their names. If roll had to be
taken, it could just as easily have
been done in the hallway.
I am sure the people responsible j
for the fire drill aren't trying to j
increase the patronage of the in- |
firmary, but surely they must rea- '
lize that standing half - dressed '
in the snow for a quarter of an
hour is not good for people. Perhaps this incident won't be repeated.
Last Issue Caused Comments
My column prompted quite a
few. remarks—mostly disparaging
—about my favoring girls' wealing hats to church. I welcome
them; as a matter of fact, I wish
someone would write an article
supporting the other side of the Issue—I shall include it in my next
column if I receive one.
I also would like to hear from
any of you about your reactions
O'Doiuiell and Mackle Blyttie watch approvingly as Fred Crump, president of the junior class,
lo the above article, or any sug- Pr^i
gestions for future columns—pref- present?MMTwS-3 wSTTfiSSt of roseTfrom the student body In appreciation of all she ha*
.
meant to the students.
^^
erably not serious—I get tired of ■■
griping.
1934, has designed her own home
to conform to its desert setting
and was the sole superintendent
of its construction. Her son is an
architectual draftsman for the city
of Phoenix.
She has instructed four years
at Brownmoor, a private girls'
school near Soottsdale, and six
years in Papago Elementary
Schools where she is now located.
During the summers she serves as
camp counselor and tutor at girls'
summer camps.
Mrs. Forman received her B.S.
degree at Eastern in 1982 and her
M.A. degree in 1956 at Arizona
State University, Tempe, Ariz.
Mr. Chester Raker, '55, has been
promoted to Associate Manager
and Computer Coordinator for
IBM and the Federal Aviations
Agency, Atlantic City, N. J. He
had been located with IBM at the
Space Computing Center in Washington, D. C.
Mrs. Raker is the former Phyllis Counts, '56. For the past 2%
years she has been employed by
the Arlington County Schools and
has served as chairman of the
Business Education Department at
Stratford Junior High School. Upon her resignation she was replaced by Mr. Paul D. Wireman,
•56.
Mr. and Mrs. Parker reside at
463 Jefferson Avenue, Linwood,
N. J .
Miss Florence Champion has
been able, with the aid of a crutch,
to return to her duties as Principal
at the George Rogers Clark School
in Louisville, after having spent
some time in the hospital at Harrodsburg with a fractured ankle.
Miss Champion received her B.S.
degree at Eastern in 1939 and her
M.A. at George Peabody College
in 1947.

(The column that proves that
while it's the early bind that gets
the worm, it's the early worm
that gets got).
Our dogs have done a good job
on the campus trees, but personally I don't think they'll be able
to get the fire plugs to grow.
A bore is a person who contributes more to the conversation
when he belches than when he
talks.
Please, don't anyone send me a
letter. The black widow in my
mailbox just had triplets.
A coffee dispenser is a device
whereby people pay a nickel to
watch a machine squirt hot coffee
on the side of the cup.
It's not biting her nails in public
that bothers me so much about
my new giri. It's just embarrassing when she takes off her shoes
to do it.
College teachers should realize
that it's hard to see culture in the
proper perspective while someone
is cramming it down your throat.
It's not whether you win or lose
that counts, it's how much you bet
on your opponents.
Pound for pound, the two hardest things in the world to pick up
are ping-pong balls and red heads.
Science hasn't really reduced
the death rate; it's the same as it
was years ago—one per person.
Perhaps mankind's silheet belief
is that the existence of God can
be decided by popular vote.
Someone has contended that I
consider ROTC silly and unnecessary just because I advocate using
live ammunition.
Making fatal mistakes has one
consolation. At least no one can
say, "I told you so."
There is more than one way to
skin a cat, but all of them are
pretty gosh darned messy.

at Lenore High School, Lenore,
W. Va., before her marriage. Mr.
Short is employed by the Veterans
JUNIOR ALUMNI
Administration Hospital in LexMr. and Mrs. Joe Short, 309 ington as a Manual Arts TheraLarch Lane, Lexington, Ky., an- pist. Mr. and Mrs. Short were
nounce the arrival of their first both members of the class of'58.
child, a son, born January 3. The
Dr. and Mrs. Charles Rutledge
new arrival has been named Dan
of Hazard a*e welcoming their
Curtis.
Mrs. Short, the former Billy third child and second daughter,
Jane Osborne, taught commerce bom JaniMBry 29 at Central Baptist Hospital in Lexington. The infant has been named- Kathy Lynn
and has a sister, Judith Ann, and
a brother, Harold Hunt II. Dr.
Rutledge was graduated from
Eastern in 1942.

KESSLERS
Richmond's Only
Cut-Rate Jeweler!

MAKE IT A DAY
OF DAYS WITH
YOUR PORTRAIT

There/a someone yon lore br
whom there could be no anoia
appreciated gilt than your pottrait It alwaya t*ya the* yoit as*
thinking of thsm in a very special
way-and that yon want thesa to
think oiyoa.

H*rT is uiririrtir—* -—

w

r»"»— a*a- °* *****

McGotagWy Sffttdfo
Ph. 5*

• RANDOM CAMPUS
COMMENTS

Home of Taylor Made Portraits

S. 3rd St

Mr. and. Mrs. John T. Golden,
741 9th Avenue, West Birmingham, AJabama, are welcoming
their fifth child and first son,
born on' February 2. He has been
named John.. Thomas, Jr. Ma
Golden is the former Nordean
Burgess, class of 1945.
Mr. and Mrs. N«toon Dykes announce the arrival of a baby
daughter, Karen Elizabeth, born
on February 12. Mrs. Dykes is
the former Elizabeth Pasiey, class
of 1958. Their address is Route 1,
Winchester, ky.
Famed Gruyers cheeses are
produced- in Gruyers, Switzerland.
It is a medieval town which ha&
been preserved with eastle and* an
enchanting market place .

To Be Near Her Every
Day of the Year...
Give Mother a portrait of
yourself, in Stanifer's Studio living color so that she
will see you just as she remembers you. She'll glance
at your portrait many times
a. day and feel that you are
near ... that you are thinking of her.

STANIFER

Come in today, or call for an
appointment to have your portrait madt
tor Mothers VERY special glttl

STUDIO

PHONE 39
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No ESC Tennis
Team This Year

By GERALD LUNSFORD
tU ky S
a
e b
MSES?? H ? ^ ' ° *
** >
Maroons defending co-champions
mi^lf,- Si ^ey^'erence. are
mmuus their two top hurlers and
four of the top five hitters as they
prep for a rugged 1960 schedule
which finds the opener just two
weeks away.
Lost from the 1959 club which
won 12 of 18 rames and shared
the conference *Su«^ w!th Murrat
and Middle Tennessee i re S

ter Brandenburg (.333). Richmond,
the latter two doubling as utility
men, return for sophomore seasons.
•*,*•*- n~~~*~t .
Rp_.
„i«
» , "* Pr?JPe«t« to *»ffi^fiL""* ^f"""1"/
lhi^dfand ftr* are *>Phomore Ted
?T i^C^nL^t
^"^
For the first time since World
.rom
' JFari CamPbe". freshman
'
R'chmond, and Earl Dunn, War II, Eastern Kentucky State
College will sponsor no tennis team.
CltP«T!kal»Ull^,and The announcement was made by
Charles T. Hughes, director of
athletics, today, after efforts had
been made to build new courts on
the campus.
A new dormitory for women is
an ERA of 2*07 run,. peTgame 2^*5^ '«>™ ^dlana Univer- being constructed on three of the
tty Wllham and
while pitching all the loon lames ?freshmen
i.
Beryl Satterly, five courts on the campus and the
twIns
Wood hit 383 led in imr .^fth
Tom Grayion, two that remain are not of regula1
ffWA1 bes^fieldlng ^ J^^'^'™
"££ tion size. "This problem is critfielder, with a .972 mark
f d J,m "arris- sophomore from ical," says Hughes, who has made
efforts for several years to build
Besides these two stalwarts ^TT wg"
,
M
Dan Bennett .the top righthander ^»ef Probl""s fronting coach new courts. "Nearly half of the
(3-1). was los , as was leftttoSlr ST168 *"**? Hu«he» and Don major buildings on the campus
Oakie Newsom
the home. rS SSf' "? the rePlacement <* have been built on tennis courts."
leader (3), and third leadfng hiT pUcher* who, ^on i° of ^ 12 He lists the administration buildter (.344). Third sackerAngt SVUflS^uSSSFi " T" ing, the library, arts building,
Begley, fourth in RBI's (18), is mis- ?£ tt^in% SPme hitte™ to f^I*06 Weaver Health Building, and now
sing from this years squad «K 2*
"£
°' "5E" ^ho MPed to the new women's dormitory. A
V
the M aroon a
first baseman Fred MacFar^d f/ *
«
;» team bat- new dormitory for men is planned
1 l
in the future on the site of the
fifth hitter (.290), and tow in tln£mar* Reason. m '
runs scored (19). Cliff Swaueer *.
5quad. °f. f°me 40_ ^P6'"18 two existing courts.
Although long range plans at
letterman of two years MSMS S- ^fPJ1?* ^d°°n -nce get'
en
ago
Prac
Eastern
call for several tennis
a starter for part of last season 851
£2£ i
***" .
'
before quitting to UBMMTS tice 8e88ion8 "a™ consisted mainly courts be located near the
„ ,*4
j
his medical stud£sT«atao los? °' «"»*tlonlngr drills and funda- Health Building, Hughes said "We
mental8
Weather
tU,
can't
wait
that
long
—
they
are
The
Knockouts
defeated
the
*4*K
Reglonera
in
a
Returing totST nZbeT tTo
«K^ ft ^
hard-fought battle
< en
ta 8late d for March needed, and they are needed now,
batsman, catcher John D r aid 23**
2 ?lr
.
M
Maroon8 host
Uni
to win the intramural championatrip.
(.374), senior from South Gate *^L
*•
*•
- not 10 years from now. We regret
Ky. Besides him. the list of rtur 1^°' K^tucky Wildcats. With that we will not be able to field a
trlp
gers is slim Bobby Mills flery tJST&S^S
*°, * COm" tennis team this spring, but we
P eted wi h n the next ,ew da 8
second sacker from Mavsvilte . J remainder
J L
y - hope that by next year we will
RESULTS OF 1959-60 SEASON
was the seventh hitter (.275) and Bh
*** WS
<* «" schedule have several courts." Hughes
the second half of the best double
°
conteste with Toledo, a new- points out that the main problem
Play combo in th. ~™#«.
comer to the schedule. George- in building courts is to locate a Date
Opponent
Site
EK Opp.
tor a suitable spot for them.
He recom- Dec. 5—Miami (Ohio) University
Sortstop Gannon /ohn^^' ST'JPi*?*
<*£*««»>
Richmond, Ky.
8ft
75
wln bi
W
Union
mends
that
courts
be
built
near
of Irvine, is back for Wslast year' ^
- »'
«*«™' *5P2£
'
Dec. 10—Louisville
Louisville, Ky.
87
75
A trio nf rtJS__t-_ «
Tennessee Tech, East Tennessee, O'Donnell Hall, a men's dormi- Dec. 12—Marshall College
Richmond
90
82
Praley (2-lf oM&H£k IS? Mid<Ue Tenne88e«. Morehead. lW tory, to replace some of the old Dec. 28—Hamline U. (GSC)
Shreveport, La.
86
73
Payne%02).o?P^a8L"me «S *■»■«■?«■■ Home and home barracks that are being used for Dec. 29—Louisiana Tech (GSC)
Shreveport, La.
74
65
COn te8t8 wlM be P ay d witt Ken
Tom Goodwin, of Silver GroTe
„
p
i t
' living quarters by married stu- Dec. 30—Northwestern La. (GSC)
Shreveport, La.
59
80
Ky., from the nuclei of the pS n"CAy' Tenne~«« Tech, and More- dents. "These courts," he adds, Jan. 4— *East Tennessee
Johnson City, Tenn
♦•92
89
"could be flooded during the winter Jan. 9—•Western Kentucky
Richmond
80
73
to
d
months and used for ice skating." Jan. 11—'Murray State
Richmond
84
69
This
leaves
just
three
spring
heavily counted m»n to take» OVC championship include WestJan. 14—'Middle Tennessee
Murfreesboro, Tenn.
88
69
the slack of th? dq£t£ <£bba?S J™'thM™y' £f KfTS TeCh sports that Eastern will partici- Jan. 18—'Tennessee Tech
Richmond
76
67
and Eaflt
pate
in
this
spring,
baseball,
track
■ ■ - . Jan. 21—'Morehead State
and Bennett.
Newcomers K e n SA?,! Sfi
Morehead, Ky.
J ^SH^S
106
80
Pigg, e-1, 197 pounder from New J^JST'lT
Morehead and golf The Madison golfers use Jan. 23—North Carolina State
Raleigh, N. C.
50
at
58
port, Larry Dortch A fn«t I«K
Richmond.
The conference the Madison Country Club greens Jan. 30—'Middle Tennessee
Richmond
100
72
JU8t
pr to-g for their matches.
Feb. 8—Tennessee Tech
Cookeville,
Tenn.
73
80
gMne
ta Mllfcr8,M
Five
years
ago,
a
dormitory
for
Ron Morgan, 5-10, 185 pounds from 2i£L
i° S?^
Feb. 11—'Morehead State
Richmond
72
Sciotoville, Ohio, are the top nra» ftandm«? ^d a" other games with men, Keith Hall, was built on the Feb. 13—'Murray State
Murray, Ky.
54
73
loop contende
b
pects among the freshman aK™ ei"g recorded as baseball field, but the sport was Feb. 18—'Western Kentucky
Bowling Green, Ky. (f) 20
38
ants. All are righthan?e™ ^
^T''"^ P"168- Head coach continued the next year on a new Feb. 22—Marshall College
Huntington, W. Va.
79
86
ghe8 h0p68 that
field,
built
on
the
college
farm,
Feb 25—'East Tennessee
Outfielders Billy Curr7(27S)
W ?°
**
Richmond
108 " 7f
Covington. and catcher Charles' ffbedu,e-whe" c^P^ted, will con- some half mile from the campus. Feb. 27—Dayton
Dayton, Ohio
51
64
Mar. 3—Louisville
Hayslfp (.33), Maysville, and Car" 8i8t of "°me n g&mem'
Richmond
81
63
•Ohio Valley Conference Game
Eastern's Jim Black
♦•Overtime
(f) Forfeit
Signs With Houston
Season Record: Won 14, Lost 8—638
OVC Record: Won 9, Lost 3—.750
Jim Black, tackle-guard for
Eastern Kentucky's football team
two years ago, Monday was signed
by the Houston Oilers of the
American Football League.
The Oilers also signed three
other players to bring to 44 the
number they have under contract
They were Dalva Allen of the University of Houston; Bill Bohiler,
Saint Ambrose College, and Dudley Meredith, Lemar Tech.

Courts Site
Of New Dorm

eVlf last^Son,^ bTi^g Jr? XI 23 ™ *

£und jZXinX'nL&X iS 22 *£*

t°^f

r

-

1959 TRACK RESULTS
Eastern 80, Georgetown 51;
EasteWi 75ft, Berea 56^; Eastern
54, Morehead 59; Eastern 72,
Union 59; Eastern 55, Georgetown
76; Eastern 88, Tennessee Tech 63;
Eastern 48-1/3, University of Kentucky 82-1/3; Eastern 58, Morehead 73.
Record:. Won 4; lost 4.

Handsome Larry Knarr models some selections
from Bob's Men's Shop. The shirt is by Shapely,
pants by Levi, jacket bv McGregor, hat by
Champ, books by Ballou, because of classes by
George! See you ai Bob's!

I960 EASTERN MAROON
BASEBALL SCHEDULE
The complete schedule:
Mar. 30—University of Ky. ..Here
Apr. 4—Georgetown
Away
Apr. 9—Hillsdale, Mich. (2) Here
Apr. 15—'Western
Away
Apr. 16—'Murray
Away
Apr. 20—Carson-Newman ... Away
Apr. 21—East Tennessee
Away
Apr. 22—East Tennessee
Away
Apr. 23—Lincoln Memorial .. Away
Apr. 27—Union
Away
Apr. 30—'Tennessee Tech ..Away
May 6—'East Tennessee ... .Here
May 10—Kentucky
Away
May 14—'Middle Tenn
Here
May 19—'Morehead
Away
May 20—Tennessee Tech ...Here
May 24—Morehead
Here
May 26—Louisville .
Away'
May -28—Berea
Here
•Ohio Valley Conference game.
In addition, the opening game
will be with Toledo, Ohio, at home
on either April 1, 2 or 3, the date
yet to be decided.
The Baltimore Colt* of the National Football League Intercepted
40 passes during the 1969 season,
nearly twice as many as the run|nersup Pittsburgh Steelers and Don Feltner aa4 Ooadi "TWtasy" Hughes discuss prospects for the
New York Giants.
starting Ihwup for (he first baseball game of the season.
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ESC Sets Record Eastern Grid
During Completed Team Boasts
23 Lettermen
Cage Season
Out of the 56 hopeful candidates
Final tabulations reveal that one
new record was set and another
old mark nearly broken by' the
Eastern Maroons as they compiled
their 14-8 worksheet during the
Just completed 1959-60 cage season.
The Maroons, as a team, connected on 640 of 1511 field goal attempts for a blistering .424 team
shooting mark, breaking the old
record of .403, set by the conference
championship team of 1954-56. Another all-time record, individual
field goal percentage, nearly fell
by the way-side as senior Bruce
Springate's .484 effort came within two-tenths of a percentage point
of surpassing Shirley Kearns' mark
Of .486, set in the 1952-53 campaign. The lone senior on the club,
Springate found the ran#e on 107
Of 221 attempts from the field.
All-Conference Carl Cole, Lexington junior, finished as the top
point-producer, a department in
which he led throughout the season. He tallied 402 points in 22
contests for an 18.3 average per
game. Springate was next with
11.8, Ralph Richardson third with
11 per outing, while Phil Estepp
finished fourth with a 10.6 average
and Jack Unchurch fifth with a 10.2
average.
Richardson, the 6-7 sophomore
center from Russell Springs, nosed
out Roland Wierwille, Cincinnati
Junior, for the rebounding leadership, with 204 grabs for a 8.3 average per game. Wierwille averaged
8.8 for the runner-up honors and
Springate was third with 8.6 rebounds per game.
-Top free throw shooter was Carl
Cole with 88 of 115 attempts for
a .756 percentage. Upchurch connected on 44 of 60 for .733, good
enough for second.
The Maroons outscored their opponents by 5.8 points per game,
76.9, to 71.0, and out rebounding
them by 9.6 rebounds per game,
Eastern pulling off .an average of
53.1 loose balls as compared to
their opponents' 43.5 per outing.
Cole boasts the individual high
marks in two departments, scoring
with 83 points, against Hamline in
the Gulf-South Classic, and field
goals, 16, against Tennessee Tech
at Cookeville. Wierwille and Estepp
each hit 11 free throws, both of
them against Morehead at Morehead, for the high in this department and Richardson's 23 rebounds
against Tennessee Tech at Richmond is high.
The Maroons' team high-in the
total points department came
against East Tennessee, when they
scorched the nets for 108 points.
Their 87 field goals attempted in
the Morehead game at Richmond
was high, and their 44 made
against East Tennessee was tops
for the season. They hit 40 of 50
free throws against Morehead and
grabbed 71 rebounds at Richmond
against Middle Tennessee for other
highs. The 33 personal fouls called
against them in the Hamline game
was high for the year.
Lows came against North Carolina State at Raleigh, in total
points 50, and free throws made,
8; Dayton at Dayton, field goals
made, 20, and rebounds, 42; La.
Tech, field goals attempted, 59;
North western Louisiana, free
throws attempted, 15; and Marshall, personal fouls 17.
The Maroons finished with a 9.0
home slate and a 5-8 mark on the
road. In conference action, they
were 9-3. second best in the OVC,
while lrf*non-loop competition, they
were 5-5.

who reported to H e a d Football
Coach Glenn- Presnell Tuesday for
the Opening of spring football
practice 23 are returning lettermen.
Back from last year's squad are
linemen: Kenneth Goodhew, Don
Adkisson, Vernon O'Dell, Frank
Tomaro, David Hatfield, Thomas
Sharp, Donald McDonald and
James Campbell; ends, Gene
Bkackwater, Johnny Morrison and
Wayne Conley; backs: Elvin
Brinegar, Sammy Incavido. Shannon Johnson, Richard Layman,
William Goedde, Carl Howard, Joe
Youngo, Tony Lanham and Tony
Harris; centers: Willard Davis
Robert L. Goes, and Richard Wallace-.
Gone from last year's squad are
All-Conference lineman, Eddie Miller, Steve Herczeg and Joe Graybeal. Also lost were the two starting' ends, Orville Howard and
Frank Asbury, and the starting
fullback Hade Durbin. Coach Presnell has stated "our biggest Joi)
is that of replacing our three allconference linemen." With lineman Richard Slukidt deciding to
graduate and not play his year of
eligibility he has left and with the
two starting ends gone, Preane.il
has the job of finding replacements for the entire starting line.
According to Presnell. "this is
going to produce a lot of competition."
TRACK SCHEDULE
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
May
May
May
May

19—Chat. Relays
Away
il—Georgetown
Away
19—Union
Home
29—Georgetown
Home
80—U. of South Chatt.,
Eastern (Triangular) Away
7—Berea, Tennessee and
Eastern (Triangular) Away
10—Tennessee Tech ... .Away
12—Marshall
Home
20-21—OVC Meet
Away

Jockey Willie Shoemaker has
ridden six winners on a single day's
horse racing card on four different
occasions.
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EASTERN KENTUCKY
THIN-CLADS KICK OFF
SPRING SPORTS EVENTS
Eastern Kentucky's spring
sports activity was kicked off on
Saturday, March 19th when the
thin-clads of Coach Glenn Gossett
competed in the second annual
Chattanooga Junior Chamber of
Commerce Relays. The Maroons
placed sixth in the college division
among many of the southern track
powers. Northeast Louisiana won
both the college and university divisions of the meet.
Over three hundred athletes
from the South, including representatives from, such powers as
Georgia Tech, Duke, Northeastern
Louisiana,
Georgia, Mississippi
Southern, and Chattanooga, competed in -the meet. OVC schools
represented were, Murray, Tennessee Tech, East Tennessee, Middle
Tennessee and Eastern.
Gossett, in his first year at the
helm of the Eastern track squad,
has quite a rebuilding year ahead
of him with just five lettermen
back from last year's club that
posted a 4-4 record. Missing: are
the two top weight men, Earl
Knight, holder of the school and
the OVC shot put record (**' H%"), and Wayne KeUar, shot put
and discus. Also gone is Clayton
Stivers, holder of the conference
and school high jump record
<6'4-tt").
Returning is pole-vaulter Larry
Wetenkamp-, Cincinnati junior,
holder of the second record (12'8")
and hurdler Bobby Smith, junior,
from Elberton, Georgia, and distance runner Don Hering, sophomore from Morrow, Ohio.
Coach Gossett has tabbed Earnest Dalton, Dayton, Ohio freshman broad jumper, as one of his
outstanding new prospects. Dalton has recorded jumps of up to
23 feet during his high school career. The OVC record is 22' 2-%".
Other top prospects are Darryl
Smith, Jeannette, Pa., freshman,
shot and discus, Dennis Sprous,
Kentucky sprint champion in 1959,
Ft, Thomas, Ky., freshman and
John Thomas. Geneva, Ind., frosh
distance man
The schedule:

Spring Sports
Contests Slated
Eastern Teams
Eye Opponents

Eastern Kentucky's spring
sports activity swings into high
gear next week with five contests
slated involving two of the three
spring sports.
The baseball Maroons make
their second attempt at win number one qn Monday when they
take on the defending KIAC
champion, Georgetown College wt
Georgetown, and on Saturday,
open their home- season by hosting Hillsdale, Michigan in'a twinbill.
The golfers of Coach Glenn
Presnell, slated to open their seaosn last Saturday against Tennessee Tech at the Madison County
Country Club greens in Richmond,
are on the road for a pah* of
matches with Louisville on Monday, and Morehead on Saturday.
Glenn Gossett's track squad,
which finished sixth in the college division of the indoor Chattanooga Invitational Relays, open
their campaign on Monday, April
11, at Georgetown College.
Eastern's defending baseball cochampions, impressive in their
opening game loss to Kentucky
last Wednesday, will probably use
a trio of huricrs against Georgetown with senior Tom Goodwin, 6
ft. 170 pound righthander, slated
to open.
The golf team hopes to improve
on their 4-13 record posted last
spring as they meet a strong
Louisville and a g o o d Mrehead
team this week. Any optimism
Coach Presnell might have can be
attributed to the return of veterans Elhannon Collins, senior
sharpshooter from Hasard, and
junior Roland WAerwiHe, of Cincinnati, along with second year
men, Ed Stanifer, Whitesburg, and
Larry VanHoose, of Paintsville.
Freshman candidartes Paul Motley,
Richmond, and Ed Roberts, PikeA total of 26 Detroit Tigers have Vil!e are both promising prospects.
appeared in the major league allGossett's track squad was
star games since 1933.

_

,

_

j,

greatly weakened this week when
sprinter James Ghittum, Lexington, Va., freshman, suffered a
broken leg during spring football
practice. A Virginia sprint champion, he has been timed at 9.9 in the
100 yard dash. The loss still leaves
a state dhaimpdon on the squad,
however,
Dennis
Sprous, Ft.
Thomas freshman, who is UM
Kentucky sprint champ.
Following the April il opener,
the Eastern thin-clads next meet
Union in the home opener on Tuesday, April 19th.
Eastern will field no tennis
team this spring: due to the construction of a new women's dormitory on three of the five courts
on the campus.

INTRAMURAL CHAMPS
The Knock-Outs won the Intramural Basketball Championship by
defeating the 14th Regioners 41-35
in the title clash !ield ta the Weaver Health Building Gym. The only
undefeated teams fought until
finally the Knock-Outs slipped
ahead to win.
Both teams hid 13 field goals
but the Knock-Outs won on 15 foul
shots to only 9 for the losing 14th
Regioners. Even though the game
was tied at 15 all at half time, the
fouls paid off at the start of the
last half. The Knock - Outs committed only "one"' personal foul to
the opposition's "seven."
Pacing the Knock-Outs were
Harvey Yeary with 15 points, Dick
Hiokman with 11, Doug Lee with
8 and Sonny Cbb with 7. Brown
led the 14th Regioner? with 12
points. Elmer Causey, Joe Barnett and Cowan each scored 6
while Collins and Paul Motley had
3 and 2 points respectively.

Eastern Track
Team Victorious
The Eastern Kentucky track
team of Coach Glenn Gossett won
its first dual meet Tuesday afternoon by defeating Cumberland
College, 105-25.
Eastern copped 13 of 15 first
places In the meet with Dennis
Sprous, Bobby .Smith and Darryl
Smith scoring two first place
victories each. Next outing for the
Maroons is on Monday when they
go to Georgetown for a dual meet.
■■■

■ ■■

;
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See The Din«h Shore Chevy Show in color Sundays, NBC-TV—The Pat Boone Chevy Showroom weekly, ABC-TV

A wonderfully useful folding seat stakes every

SIX-PASSENGER
GAR OR

STATION SEDAN
...CORVAIR IS BOTH!

Corvair two cars hi one. test am quick flip and you
increase the luggage and parcel space te 28.9 csMc
fact. And just as simply, you're hack te cintertable
six-passenger capacity. It'« standard eqtfpmeut
... asd extraordinarily practical.

Corvair does car-pool duty with the biggest
and best of them. Going to work or school or
out for the evening, you've got a genuine
aix-seater. As for carting around piles of stuff
instead of people, just look at Corvair's station-

sedan load space with the rear scat folded. And
when that's full you can start on the trunk.
Corvair, yap see, is no ordinary compact
car. No others are so versatile, so ingeniously
engineered—with independent suspension at
all four wheels, an air-cooled rear engine
that never needs water or antifreeze. You just
can't compare anything else coming out
these days with a Corvair. Drive one... soon.
For economical
transportation—

corvair

BY CHlVfcbULT

PERSHING RIFLES
The sharp shooters of Eastern's
Pershing Rifles have won in unsurpassed form the First Regimental section of the 1959-60 National
Rifle Match. In winning, Eastern
defeated fifteen colleges and universities including the University
of Kentucky and Ohio State University.
By being the Regimental Champion Eastern is eligible to compete in the second phase of the
National Rifle Match aigainst the
other Regimental Champions from
all parts of the country. Trophies
and medals will be awarded t© the
National First, Second, and Third
place champions.
The rifle team members and
their scores -are as follows: Paul
Combest 191; Don Stivers 191;
David Dewar 181; and Bob Farmer 187. The possible perfect score
was 200.

This is the Corvair 700 4-Door Sedan

Drive it—it's fun-tastic! See your local authorized Chevrolet dealer for fast delivery, favorabk deals.

:—-
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COUNCIL ROOM
by Frank Pecrce

v.

Soon election time ror ihe Stu
dent Council will be here. If you
are considering running: for Student Council office or if you are
interested in student government
for the coming year, it might be
wise to consider the qualifications
for office in the Student Council.
Any student who has the grade
point standing- of at least the average of the school for the preceding year may hold office.
The president must be at least
a second semester sophomore at
the time he takes office. He should
be willing to devote quite a bit of
time to student government affairs. He will be required to make
a speech outlining his plans, it
elected, for the coming year before an assembly of the students
sometime during the campaign foi
office. The requirements for tne
vice-president are the same as the
president, except he will not have
to make the speech before the students. He should discuss his views
with the students during the campaign, since he would be president
in the event the elected president
was unable to serve.
The secretary and treasurer
must be sophomores at the time

T«*s*y. March 29, I960
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I .he/ take office. T'x" v*"'' bo re
quii d to keep a reee.d of proceec". .igs of t' : C-tfw'-J f«d the
A.SSO:ia*ion tid report ■>! caSh Receipts and cKsJuneemeats, respective y, while :n office.
Ail nominal ons will be by petition supported by at 1 e a s t fifty
names and certifying the eligibility of Che candidate. Petitions
may t.2 circulated- by the candidate himself, or by another interested party.
Some classes will also be electing
class representatives for the
Student Council this spring. There
are no specific requirements for
class representatives except that
they be members of their respective class while in office. However, you should endeavor to elect
those people who can and "win
work on the Student Council for
•ihe best interests of the students,
school, and their classes?
If responsible" people are elected
to the Council, then we may expect quite a bit from our student
government; but without good
hard-working, responsible officers
and representatives, the Student
Council will have difficulty functioning at all. Let's have some
good candidates run for office on
the Student Council this spring,
above are the class presidents and secretaries who were part of the procession at the President's
and may the best candidate win: Pictured
Reception. They are: Helen Shaw, Fred Crump, Sandy Wilhoite, Jim Showalter, Evelyn Craft, Jim Kincer,
Elizabeth Cough-ion and Mackie Blythe..

Do Ybu Think fir tei/rseff?
(PUT THESE QUESTIONS ON YOUR BRAIN-PAN AND SEE IF THEY SIZZLE*)

The new officers of Alpha Psl Omega are: President, John Boone;
VIce-President, Larry Stanley, and Secretary, Mary
Margaret Lewis.

SHOWTALK
(In this column I try to prove
that there's no business like show
business, and I think I succeed -ain't it hell?)
On Tuesday, March 8, the Alpha
Psi Omega, the national honorary
dramatic fraternity on campus,
elected officers for the year 1960.
John Boone, active member of the
Little Theatre Club ruid Alpha Psl,
was elected president He had a
leading role in "Bus Stop" last
semester and has acted professionally.
Larry Stanley, also an active
member of L.T.C. and Alpha Psi,
was elected vice president. Seldom
seen on stage, Larry is inva'uable
in both clubs in committee work.
Mary Margaret Lewis, familiar to

Eastern theatre-goer^ for her
work in "Bus Stop and "The
House of Bernarda Alba," was selected as secretary-tre^jui er.
The club had its initiation Tuesday, March 28, for the new members. Those initiated were Jean
Patterson, Don Cleaver, and Joan
Bilbro. They had to earn fifty service points above Little Theatro
Club entrance to qualify as members .
The Alpha Psi Omega sponsored
the profescional production of
"Bell, Book and Candle" last semester.
Besides the officers and the new
members, the membeis are Rita
Mills, Ralph Mills, Ned Lyons, Al
Alsip, Bill Farthing and Karl
Weddle.
Tryouts will be held for "See
How They Run" on April 4. There
will be parts for six men and
three women.

BALES PLACE
GOOD FOOD
E. MAIN ST.

RICHMOND, KY.

If you saw a man on his
hands and knees in the
street, searching for something, would you (A) try to
find it before he does? (B)
tell him it isn't worth getting run over for? (C) ask
him what he's doing down
there? (D) offer to buy it
from him when he finds it?

AQ BD

en DD

Do you think that the old
saw "an apple a day keeps
the doctor away" is (A)
simply a trick to get you to
eat apples? (B) rough on
the doctor? (C) a health
precept that can apply to
other fruit, too? (D) applesauce?

is the best of its kind ever developed, for
finest tobacco taste. A thinking man's filter.
And they know Viceroy delivers a rich,
satisfying taste that's never been equaled.
A smoking man's taste.
A thinking man's filter ... a smoking
man's taste. How about you trying
Viceroys?
*By the way, if you checked (C) in three out
of Jour of these questions... man, you think
for yourself!

AQ BQ CD DQ
Would you choose a filter
cigarette because (A) of
what is said about the tobacco? (B) you could hardly
tell the filter is there? (C)
it has the most advanced
filter design? (D) it claims
to filter well because it
tastes weak?

AQBDCDDQ
Why do men and women who think for
themselves usually smoke Viceroy? Because they've found out the Viceroy filter

Knows—

The Man Who Thinks
ONLY VICEROY HAS A THINKING MAN'S FIL

A SMOKING MAN'S TASTE!
• 1W*».

^^^^^^g«
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Pearce's Portraits
ay FRANK PEARCE

■

I

Four hard working KKS girls, Ann Stanley Johnson, Jean Ltekey, Connie Swann, and Linda Spaulding,
practice a routine for the swim show which is to be presented April 6, 7 and 8.

Dolor** Nlblack and Harold Bell take a moment's rest from
their busy schedules.
Mid-semester is just around the corner, and with it comes the horrible thought (to some people) of grades. Two people who don't have
to worry about grades are seniors Dolores Niblack and Harold Bell.
Both are at the top of this year's graduating class.
I asked them to pass along their secret to making good grades. Dolores said there wasn't any secret, just hard work and good study habits. Harold says that keeping up from day to day helps. So there it is,
study hard from day to day, and you will have good grades too.
How they find time to study is a mystery. Both are very active in
campus affairs. With a full load of classes, Dolores works in the office
of the Dean of Women, is co-editor of the Milestone, senior advisor of
Ovens, president of Pi Omega PI, secretary of Wesley Foundation, senior class repreesntative on the Student Council, and a member of Collegiate Pentacle and Kappa Delta Pi. When she finds time, she reads
for pleasure. Her home is Alexandria, Kentucky. Next year she plans
to do graduate work, here at Eastern.
Harold is no less busy. Assisting Dolores on the Milestone, he is
business manager. He teaches a science class, and is president of the
Photo Club, vice-president of the Math Club, treasurer of Kappa Delta
Pi and a member of the OAKS. This busy fellow from Monticello is
also going to do graduate work and teach in college next year. Harold
is an amateur photographer and tinkers with hi-fi and stereo sets. His
Pictured above are the social committee' representatives from the various classes who had a big part In
major is chemistry.
A tip of Pearce's thinking cap to two of Eastern's best scholars, planning the President's Reception. They are: P.ittl Burke, Judy Eversole, Frank Whalen,, Barbara Mines,
■lim Higgins, Linda Gassaway, Edwin Darst and Betty Hancock.
Dolores Niblack and Harold Bell.
quarters. D. J. Garty, director of
*
Wesley Foundation
Eastern KEA Breakfast
teacher placement at Eastern, wall
News
be available throughout the meetPlanned For April 22
March 27, 1960, was the date for
ing to talk with superintendents
The Eastern breakfast, which is and principals who are recruiting Student Sunday at the First Methscheduled annually during the teachers for their school systems odist Church'. Wesley Foundation
meeting of the KEA in Louisville, for the academic year 1960-61.
was in complete charge of the
CLEANING AND PRESSING AT IT'S FINEST!
morning services. John Anderson
will be served this year, as usual,
delivered the sermon. Students
in the Roof Garden of the Brown
Altering
Suede Cleaning
Pants Pegging
Hotel Friday morning, April 22, Eastern Board Of Regents
from Wesley made up the church
at 8:00 o'clock Central Standard To Meet On April 13
choir.
Repairing
Waterproofing
Sizing
The Spring Conference will be
time. A short program has been
The Eastern Board of Regents held at Murray College on April 2
arranged by President W. F. O'We have no agent working. Instead
Donnell, who will preside at the will meet Wednesday morning, and 3. The Wesley Foundation at
we give ail students a special discount.
breakfast. Joe Shearer, assistant April 18, in the Regents' Room of Eastern would like to have a targe
treasurer and sales director of the Administration Building on the delegation attend the conference.
Belknap Hardware and Manufact- campuB.
uring Company, Louisville, presiAlthough routine business is
• Averoqe Reception
dent of the Eastern Alumni As- scheduled for this meeting, it is
The annual reception honoring
sociation, will represent the alum- highly probable that consideration those students who received an avni on the program.
will be given to the election of a erage of B or better for the first
Tickets for the breakfast may be new president, who will take over semester of the present school
purchased at the Eastern bead- July X, 1960, when President O'- term was held Thursday evening,
quarters in the lobby of the Brown Donnell retires. The members of March 24, in Walnut Hall. ReTO YOU! AN INVtTATsON FOR A COMPLIMENTARY
Hotel. The price is *1<©0.
the Board are:
ceiving guests were President and
Eastern has maintained headDEMONSTRATION AND FREE INSTRUCTION IN
Earle B. Combs, Sr., Richmond; Mrs. O'Donnell, Dr. and Mrs. W.
quarters in the Brown Hotel for F. L. Dupree, Harlan; H. D. Fitz- J. Moore, Mrs. Emma Y. Case,
COMPLEXION
CARE AND INDIVIDUAL MAKE-UP
more than twenty years '-hiring patrick, Jr., Prestons'jurg; Robert Mr. and Mrs. Mattox, and Misses
the meeting of the Kentucky Ed- B. Hensley, Louisville; Judge Dolores Niblack, Peggy Harris,
AND COLOR CHART.
ucation Association. The annual Thomas B. McGregor, Frankfort; Verena LaFuze and Evelyn Craft.
get-together of Eastern alumni Dr. Russell I. Todd, Richmond.
Some 400 students and faculty
during this meeting is one of the
Chairman of the Board is Wen- members attended. Serving as
most pleasant features of the en- dell P. Butler, Frankfort, State hostesses for the evening were
tire year. Scores of alumni take
members of Collegiate Pentacle,
advantage of this occasion to re- Superintendent of Public Instruc- Senior W o m e n's Honorary, and
tion.
Phone 367 for Appointment
450 Oak Street
new acquaintances with the facCwens, Sophomore Women's Honulty.
orary.
KEA VACATION
Mrs. R. R. Richards, Alumni
The Cu«i«ge will close at, noon
Secretary, will be bi charge of the
Eastern 'headquarters April 20-22. Wednesday, April 20, for the Local Dentist Appointed
She will be assisted by several spring vacation during the meet- Regent Of Eastern
members of the faculty. A teach- ing of the KEA. Class work will
A local dentist is one of the two
er placement service will also be be resumed Monday morning,
new regents appointed for Eastern
maintained at the F«ast/u-n head- April 25.
State College.
Filling vacancies created by the
expiring of terms of Dr. Ernest-E.
Begley, Hazard, and former Gov.
Flem D. Sampson, Barbourville,
WE HAVE FOUR DEPENDABLE BARBERS
are Dr. Russell I. Todd, Richmond,
and F. L. Dupree, Harlan business
COMPLETE LAUNDRY AND
TO SERVE YOU AT ALL TIMES.
man.
Main Street
It is probable that the board of
CLEANING SERVICE —
regents will meet this month and
that a new Eastern president will
be named. Dr. W. F. O'Donnell
retires at the end of the current
term.

DIXIE DRY CLEANERS

Phone 7

Free Delivery

ATTENTION GIRLS!

MERLE NORMAN
COSMETIC STUDIO

MADISON LAUNDRY
And CLEANERS

RAY'S BARBER SHOP

A GOOD PLACE TO EAT!

-| SWEET SHOP
Nortfc Second Streo*

LET ON£ CALL DO IT ALU

EASTERN STUDENT INJURED
IN MOTOR ACCIDENT
Richard A. Jones, 19, Eastern
State College student from Jeft.
suffered cuts and bruises wtien
the ear he was driving wrecked on
Lancaster Road about 11:30 p. m. |
Thursday. He is a patient at Pat-;
tie A. Clay Infirmary.
State Police Trooper Homer.
Baker said She oar was traveling
at a high rate of speed and rotted
over tttne times.

1 HOUR— I DAY SERVICE

,

WHEN REQUESTED — NO
EXTRA CHARGE!

Third «nd Water Streets

K
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Biology Major—Congealed, cholorophyl is obstructing the capillary
tube.
Physical Education Major — I
The Frogi-ess was outraged, outspoken and outdone, even slightly, never touch one of those while I'm
analyzed by the unjust criticism in training.
Elementary Education Major —
heaped upon our fair school by
people who aren't even teachers. I know exactly what the trouble
To counteract the effest of this ad- is, but I can't tell you. To do so
verse criticism, statistics were would make you emotionally ungathered. (Your own statistics are stable, mentally unbalanced, moralways better than someone ally frustrated, and socially maladelse's.) The following' report is a justed as well as intellectually sucollection of reactions to a practi- perior. Things like that can hapcal problem'—what is wrong with pen in a democracy.
Art Major — You would make
this fountain pen ? Notice - the
logic , common sense, persever- a real cool still life.
Mathematics Major — The volance and intestinal fortitude with
which the students attack this ume of the pen is equal to r square
problem. We think that these re- Pi, where D is radius and pie is
actions illustrate the spark of for dessert.
Social Science—Parbeit for me
genius characteristic of Eastern
education. In fact, they might to interfere with the Metaphysical
cantankerousness of your lowly
even make sense in places.
Question: What is wrong with writing instrument.
Commerce Major—It's the law
this fountain pen or how would
of supply and demand. Your debits
you fix it?
exceed your credits.
Physics Major—With no fluid in
Answers:
Grillology Major—Try burning its motion obviously Bernuli's law
tip with a cigarette and then does not hold. The potential energy
of the pigneted fluid has been conplunging it into some ice.
Chemistry Major — The basic verted to kinetic energy and lost
trouble is evaporation. Of course, according to the Basic Law.
the lack of superedions or a susEnglish Major — What do you
pending medium may account for think I am? I ain't no mechanic.
the trouble. Did you try sulfuric I'm trying to compose a poem.
"Quoth the hero as he staggered
acid?
Home Economics Major—I had- -through~the door. I could not love
the same trouble with mine the thee deaK so much, loved I not
other day. I fixed it by hitting liquor more."
Latin Major — Immeratte caplthe end with a shoe and smearing
it with oxblood shoe polish.
tuum in Aqua.
Music Major—Blow, Man! Blow!
French Major—La Plume due me
Agriculture Major—Awh, Ah, J
tete? Jene comprehende pas Andon't know wthud the madder is
glais.

EDUCATION AINT AS
CRUMMY AS IT LOOKS

Classified
Advertisements
LOST
A green coat with a fur collar
was taken from the Off-Campus
room two weeks ago. The owner,
Miss Vicki Howard; is offering a
$10 reward to anyone who returns
the coat to 158 Burnam Hall. No
questions asked.
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GREEN'S BARBER SHOP
SACKING EASTERN 100%!
Corner Main & Second
Phone 9118

PASQUAIE'S

LOST: FOUNTAIN PEN. a
Sheaffer cartridge pen was lost
from a table on registration day
in room 37, Ad Building. Please
return to Mr. Parkhurst de drop
In any U. S. Post Office Department mailbox. Name and address are indicated, and return
postage is guaranteed.

Posquole he'sa happy. He'sa so happy he's
taka people bowling. He'sa no afraid off
atomic bombs. He'sa afraid of the noise, but
he'sa no afraid of the bombs. Posquole he'sa
in outer space with the nuclear food.
JUST CALL 651 FOR FREE DELIVERY!

The same thin happens to me once
back in High School when I used
to do home work. Your pen's out
of ink.
Sure enough; it was.

DUAL FILTER DOES IT!

"The Colonel Drive-In"
Inc.
TRY OUR NEW ADDITION!

SPAGHETTI
Heaping portion of spaghetti topped with homemade meat and tomato sauce.
Served with Parmesan Cheese—Italian Oil
Dressing Salad—French Bread.

"

80c

KENTUCKY FRIED CHICKEN
GRAVY and HOT ROLLS
COtONIAL COLE SLAW

79c
EVERY TUESDAY
Owned and Operated by
LEWIS W. BROADUS and TONY SIDERIS

ROYAL ONE-HOUR
CLEANERS
On The Court House Square
2nd & Irvine St.

NOTICE STUDENTS!
Take Advantage of our Specials each
Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday

Filters as no single filter can

.

\

for mild, full flavor!
^•——-■■■'■■■r--~:~^^-~~~,

...
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Here's how the Dual Filter does it:

20 — 50% DISCOUNTS

1. It combines a unique inner filter of ACTIVATED CHARCOAL...definitely proved to make the smoke of a cigarette mild and smooth...

As Advertised in our local paper and on WEKY

2. with an efficient pure white outer filter. Together they bring you the
best of the best tobaccos—the mildness and taste that pay off in'pleasure!

ONE HOUR SERVICE AT REGULAR PRICES

NO EXTRA CHARGE!
QUALITY DETREX CLEANING
ALTERATIONS
DYEING

PANTS PEGGING
WATER PROOFING
REPAIRING

NEW
DUAL
FILTER
■ tf <M»*mmiimun £&***-€eny>m*p
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